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Abstract 

Background: The development of a ciliary axoneme requires the correct docking of the basal body at cytoplasmic 
vesicles or plasma membrane. In the multiciliated cell Paramecium, three conserved proteins, FOR20, Centrin 2, and 
Centrin 3 participate in this process, FOR20 and Centrin 2 being involved in the assembly of the transition zone. We 
investigated the function of two other evolutionary conserved proteins, OFD1 and VFL3, likely involved in this process.

Results: In Paramecium tetraurelia, a single gene encodes OFD1, while four genes encode four isoforms of VFL3, 
grouped into two families, VFL3‑A and VFL3‑B. Depletion of OFD1 and the sole VFL3‑A family impairs basal body 
docking. Loss of OFD1 yields a defective assembly of the basal body distal part. Like FOR20, OFD1 is recruited early 
during basal body assembly and localizes at the transition zone between axoneme and membrane at the level of the 
microtubule doublets. While the recruitment of OFD1 and Centrin 2 proceed independently, the localizations of OFD1 
and FOR20 at the basal body are interdependent. In contrast, in VFL3‑A depleted cells, the unanchored basal bodies 
harbor a fully organized distal part but display an abnormal distribution of their associated rootlets which mark their 
rotational asymmetry. VFL3‑A, which is required for the recruitment of Centrin 3, is transiently present near the basal 
bodies at an early step of their duplication. VFL3‑A localizes at the junction between the striated rootlet and the basal 
body.

Conclusion: Our results demonstrate the conserved role of OFD1 in the anchoring mechanisms of motile cilia and 
establish its relations with FOR20 and Centrin 2. They support the hypothesis of its association with microtubule dou‑
blets. They suggest that the primary defect of VFL3 depletion is a loss of the rotational asymmetry of the basal body 
which specifies the sites of assembly of the appendages which guide the movement of basal bodies toward the cell 
surface. The localization of VFL3 outside of the basal body suggests that extrinsic factors could control this asymmetry.
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Background
Generally absent in land plants or higher fungi, one or 
several cilia involved in motility, feeding, sensation, and 
sexual process, localize at the cell surface of numerous 
protists. This diversity is also observed in metazoa in 
which the number of cilia protruding from the surface 
depends on the cellular type: either a solitary cilium, also 
called primary cilium or several, often hundred cilia, can 

develop at the surface of specialized differentiated cells. 
Cilia are anchored at the cell surface by the basal body. 
In the case of the primary cilium, it is a derivative of the 
mother centriole, one of the two centrioles which organ-
ize the centrosome and contains two specific structures, 
the distal and sub-distal appendages.

Depending on the cellular type, the development of the 
primary cilium is initiated in the cytoplasm after dock-
ing of the mother centriole, via its distal appendages to 
Golgi derived vesicles or, directly in the external cellular 
space, after docking at the plasma membrane [1, 2]. This 
second pathway is also observed during the formation 
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of motile cilia in multiciliated cells which occurs after 
multiplication of the centrioles/basal bodies deep in the 
cytoplasm and their migration towards the apical mem-
brane. In multiciliated cells including epithelial cells of 
the human oviduct [3], of the epidermal Xenopus embryo 
[4] and of the mouse trachea [5], observations of basal 
bodies whose distal parts were surrounded by large or 
small vesicles suggest that in some cases, a basal body/
vesicle interaction could also precede the docking of the 
basal body at the cell surface. The key role of the distal 
appendages in the anchoring process is supported by sev-
eral results demonstrating that the depletion of proteins 
involved in their assembly impairs the docking [6].

In the multiciliated organism Paramecium, basal body 
anchoring at the cell surface does not involve vesicular 
intermediates [7]. The ciliogenesis is initiated by the devel-
opment, from an already anchored basal body, of a new 
basal body which directly docks at the surface. Ciliated 
and non-ciliated basal bodies are observed indicating that 
axoneme extension is not necessarily associated with the 
basal body docking event [8]. Three typical plates organize 
the transition zone of the ciliated basal body, which also 
displays transition fibers, a ciliary necklace and Y links [9]. 
These three plates appear more closely apposed at the dis-
tal end of non-ciliated basal body and form the pro-tran-
sition zone [10]. These structures cap the tip of the basal 
body before its docking at the cell surface [7].

Three appendages protrude asymmetrically from the 
Paramecium basal bodies, one striated rootlet and two 
microtubular ribbons. They are thought to act as a scaf-
fold for defining the site of new basal body assembly and 
to maintain the organization of the basal body row at the 
cell surface [11, 12]. A transient appendage of the mother 
basal body, the anterior left filament (ALF) also guides 
the movement of the daughter basal body toward the cell 
surface [13].

We have previously shown that Centrin 2, Centrin 3, 
and FOR20 are involved in the positioning and anchor-
ing of basal bodies at the surface [8, 14]. Centrin 2 and 
FOR20 localize, respectively, in the basal body lumen and 
at the distal part of anchored basal body. The assembly 
of the structural elements of the pro-transition zone is 
impaired upon Centrin 2 and FOR20 depletion. Thus, in 
Paramecium as in metazoan cells, there is a correlation 
between defects in the structure of the basal body tip and 
in the anchoring process. In contrast, the depletion of 
Centrin 3 which is mainly located anteriorly to the proxi-
mal part of the centriolar cylinder [14] does not lead to 
defects in this assembly. The fully assembled new basal 
bodies are disoriented with respect to the mother, sug-
gesting that the initial defect resides in the movement of 
the new basal body towards its docking site. This is sup-
ported by the fact that inactivation of Centrin 3 inhibits 

the formation of the ALF which may contribute to tilt up 
the basal body toward the cell surface [13].

In order to go further in the anchoring process in Para-
mecium, we undertook a functional analysis of homologs 
of conserved protein likely involved in this mechanism 
such as OFD1 and VFL3. OFD1, a protein whose muta-
tions induce ciliopathies such as oro-facial-digital syn-
drome type 1 [15] is well known to be involved in the 
basal body anchoring process during the formation of the 
primary cilium. Located at the distal end of the mother 
centriole in mammalian cells [16], it is essential for the 
formation of the distal appendages which anchor the cili-
ary membrane vesicles before axoneme extension. Like 
FOR20, OFD1 possesses a conserved TOF/LisH motif 
[17] required for centrosomal localization [18]. OFD1 
was recently shown to form a ternary complex with 
FOR20 and OFIP at the centriolar satellites of mam-
malian cells [19]. However the function of OFD1 in the 
assembly of the motile cilium remains relatively unstud-
ied. VFL3 was thoroughly studied in Chlamydomonas. 
Its mutation which affects basal body positioning at the 
cell surface is correlated with the lack of appendages [20]. 
Its ortholog in metazoa, CCDC61, is associated with the 
centrosome in human cells [21, 22]. We present here the 
analysis of OFD1 and VFL3 in Paramecium.

Methods
Strains and culture conditions
Stock d4-2 of Paramecium tetraurelia, the wild-type 
reference strain, was used in RNAi experiments. The 
mutant nd7-1 [23] which carries a recessive monogenic 
mutation preventing trichocyst discharge, a dispensable 
function under laboratory conditions, was used for trans-
formations. Cells were grown at 27  °C in a wheat grass 
powder infusion, (Bio Herbe de Blé L’arbre de vie, Luçay 
Le Male, France) bacterized with Klebsiella pneumoniae 
and supplemented with 0.8 µg/ml β-sitosterol according 
to standard procedures [24].

Gene cloning
Constitutive expression of the Myc-tagged VFL3-1 and 
-VFL3-3 genes: the tag was added at the 5′ end of each 
gene by PCR amplification, using 5′-end specific prim-
ers in which the Myc coding sequence was added. After 
restriction digests, the fragments were cloned into the 
SpeI restriction site of the pPXV vector, the recombinant 
genes being under the control of the Paramecium calmo-
dulin constitutive regulators.

Expression of the GFP-VFL3-3 and GFP-OFD1 under 
the control of their own regulators: the putative pro-
moter of each gene was first amplified by PCR and cloned 
at the 3′ end of the GFP-coding fragment inserted into 
the pZZ-GFP vector (a derivative of the pPXV-GFP 
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vector kindly provided by Jean Cohen) using the BamH1 
and SpeI restriction sites. Then, each gene, followed by its 
putative 3′ UTR, was amplified by PCR and cloned at the 
3′ end of the GFP sequence, between the Xho1 and XmaI 
sites.

Constitutive expression of GFP-OFD1: the OFD1 gene 
was amplified by PCR from genomic DNA and cloned 
downstream the GFP sequence into the KpnI site of the 
pPXV-GFP plasmid which contains the constitutive regu-
lators of the calmodulin gene. Three glycine codons were 
added between the GFP and the OFD1 sequences.

Gene silencing: all RNAi plasmids are derivatives of 
the vector L4440 [25] and carry fragments of the target 
genes inserted between two convergent T7 promoters. 
Silencing of the VFL3-A subfamily genes was performed 
using a vector containing a fragment of the VFL3-1 gene 
(from base 20 to 637) linked to a fragment of the VFL3-2 
gene (from base 861 to 1375). The two fragments were 
amplified by PCR and cloned successively into the vec-
tor. The RNAi of the VFL3-B subfamily was performed 
using a vector containing a VFL3-3 fragment extending 
from base 328 to 701 and linked to a part of the VFL3-4 
gene extending from base 1124 to 1725 (see Additional 
file 1: Figure S1). Finally, for OFD1 silencing, a fragment 
extending from base 254 to 1310 was used. Amplifica-
tions were performed with high fidelity Phusion DNA 
polymerase using standard procedures. After cloning, 
the genes were entirely sequenced to ensure that no 
error was introduced during the amplification. Possible 
RNAi-off target effects were analyzed for each construct 
using the RNAi-off target tool available at Parameci-
umDB [26].

RNA extraction and Northern blot analysis
Total RNA was extracted using TRIzol as previously 
described [27]. For Northern blots, 20  μg of total RNA 
were denatured and loaded on 1% agarose gels. Elec-
trophoresis in 1×  Tris–borate–EDTA transferred to 
Hybond N+  membranes (GE Healthcare), and hybridi-
zation with 32P-labeled DNA probes were performed 
as previously described [28]. VFL3-1 probe: sequence of 
the VFL3-1 gene from base 861 to 1375. VFL3-2 probe: 
sequence of VFL3-2 from base 20 to 637. VFL3-3 probe: 
sequence of VFL3-3 from base 1354 to 1725. VFL3-4 
probe: sequence of VFL3-4 from base 330 to 831. The 
sequences of these probes are specific for each gene 
and should not cross-react with the double strand RNA 
produced by the RNAi vector. Radioactive signals were 
quantified using ImageQuant.

Paramecium transformation
nd7-1 mutant cells unable to discharge their tricho-
cysts were transformed by microinjection into their 

macronucleus of filtered and concentrated plasmid DNA 
containing a mixture of the plasmids of interest (5  µg/
µl) digested by Sfi1 and of plasmid DNA directing the 
expression of the ND7 wild-type gene [23]. Transfor-
mants were first screened for their ability to discharge 
their trichocysts and if so, further analyzed. Microinjec-
tion was made under an inverted Nikon phase-contrast 
microscope, using a Narishige micromanipulation device 
and an Eppendorf air pressure microinjector.

Gene silencing
Gene silencing was performed by the feeding method 
as previously described [29]. Stationary wild-type cells 
or growing transformant cells were fed individually with 
the appropriate double-stranded RNA-expressing HT115 
bacteria. They gave rise to independent cell lines con-
taining a population of cells which presented a homog-
enous phenotype. Growing cells were transferred daily 
into fresh feeding medium as needed. Control cells were 
fed with bacteria transformed by the L4440 plasmid or a 
plasmid containing the ND7 gene involved the exocytosis 
[23]. Generally, at least three independent experiments 
were conducted, and routinely, 6–9 clones obtained from 
each independent experiment were analyzed.

Immunolabeling
Each immunolabeling was carried out on samples of 
20–50 cells as previously described [30]. Briefly, para-
mecia were permeabilized 5  min in 1% TritonX100 in 
PHEM buffer (PIPES 60  mM, HEPES 25  mM, EGTA 
10 mM,  MgCl2 2 mM pH 6.9) fixed in 2% paraformalde-
hyde in PHEM buffer for 10 min, and rinsed 2 × 15 min 
in TBST/BSA (Tris 10 mM, NaCl 0.15 M, Tween20, 3% 
BSA, EGTA 10 mM  MgCl2 2 mM). All subsequent steps 
were performed in this same buffer. Cells were incubated 
in the primary antibody for 20  min, rinsed twice and 
incubated in the secondary antibody for 25  min, rinsed 
in TBST/BSA supplemented with Hoescht 2 mg/ml and 
then in TBST/BSA without Hoechst.

Antibodies
The monoclonal anti-tubulin antibody 1D5 [31] at a 
dilution 1:100; a polyclonal affinity purified PolyE anti-
tubulin [32] at 1:7000 dilution; the monoclonal CTS32 
directed against epiplasmins diluted 1:20 to decorate 
the epiplasm [33], the monoclonal anti-Myc antibody 
9E10 (Sigma) at a dilution 1:1000, the polyclonal anti-
ciliary rootlet serum (KD2) [34] at a dilution 1:800, 
the monoclonal anti-tubulin acetylated TEU318 [35] 
culture supernatant at a dilution 1:10, and secondary 
antibodies labeled with Alexa Fluor 488 or 568 from 
Invitrogen-Molecular Probes (Eugene, OR), or Cy5 (Life 
Technologies) at a dilution 1:250–1:500.
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Fluorescence microscopy
Cells were observed with a Zeiss Axioskop 2 plus 
equipped with epifluorescence. Images were acquired 
with a CoolSnap camera coupled with Metavue. Confo-
cal acquisitions were made with a Leica SP8 equipped a 
UV diode (line 405), and three laser diodes (lines 488, 
552 and 635) for excitation and two PMT detectors. 
Images stacks were processed with imageJ and Pho-
toshop. STED imaging was performed using a Leica 
TCS SP8 STED 3X (Leica Microsystems CMS GmbH, 
Mannheim, Germany). The system was equipped with 
a WLL ranging from 470 to 670  nm for excitation 
and with 3D STED lasers at 592, 660, and 775  nm. A 
100× 1,4 Oil STED white objective was used to acquire 
the images. GFP, AF568, and Cy5 were excited at 488, 
561, and 643  nm, respectively. Detection ranges were 
500–550, 575–625, and 660–700  nm, respectively. A 
pixel size of 25  nm was used. For deconvolution, SVI 
Huygens was used.

Countings of basal bodies
Countings of basal body doublets were performed from 
projections of images acquired at the dorsal side of para-
mecium cells labeled by the 1D5 antibody. Automatic 
countings were performed by using the ImageJ software 
and were refined manually. Seven wild-type cells and 
eleven VFL3-A inactivated cells obtained from three 
independent RNAi knockdown experiments were used. 
The percentage of basal body containing abnormal stri-
ated rootlets was calculated from manual counting on ten 
cells obtained from three independent RNAi knockdown 
experiments.

Electron microscopy
For ultrastructural observations, the depleted and control 
cells were fixed in 1% (v/v) glutaraldehyde and 1% OsO4 
(v/v) in 0.05  M cacodylate buffer, pH 7.4 for 30  min. 
After rinsing and dehydration in ethanol and propylene 
oxide series, they were embedded in Epon resin. For pre-
embedding immunolocalization, the immunostaining 
process was carried out as described for immunofluo-
rescence using a gold-coupled instead of fluorochrome-
coupled secondary antibody. Then the cells were rinsed, 
fixed and embedded as previously described [8]. For 
post-embedding immunolocalization, cells were fixed in 
3% paraformaldehyde, 0.15% glutaraldehyde, in 0.05  M 
cacodylate buffer, pH 7.4 at 4  °C for 1  h. After washes 
and dehydration in ethanol, they were embedded in LR 
White (London Resin). Thin sections were collected on 
nickel grids and treated with 0.1 M  NH4Cl in 0.1 M PBS 
and then saturated with 3% BSA and 0.1  M glycine in 
PBS. Sections were incubated with anti-GFP polyclonal 
antibody at room temperature for 45 mn. After several 

washes in PBS, a gold-labeled anti-rabbit IgG (GAR G10, 
Aurion) diluted 1/50 was applied for 30 mn. The grids 
were rinsed in PBS and distilled water, and finally stained 
with uranyl acetate. All ultrathin sections were con-
trasted with uranyl acetate and lead citrate. The sections 
were examined with Jeol 1400 (120 kV) or Philips CM10 
transmission electron microscopes.

Results
Identification of the VFL3 and OFD1 genes in Paramecium 
tetraurelia
While a single VFL3  gene is present in Chlamydomonas, 
four VFL3 genes (VFL3-1, VFL3-2 VFL3-3, and VFL3-
4) are encoded in the P. tetraurelia genome which has 
undergone at least three successive whole-genome dupli-
cations (WGD) during the evolution [27]. Phylogenetic 
analysis indicates that the four P. tetraurelia genes can 
be grouped into two families (VFL3-A and VFL3-B), the 
VFL3-A proteins being more closely related to the Chla-
mydomonas one (Additional file 2: Figure S2). Only one 
gene of each family is encoded in the Paramecium cauda-
tum genome, a closely related species which shares only 
the most ancient of the three WGDs with P. tetraurelia 
[36]. Only one OFD1 ortholog is encoded in the genome. 
The alignment of the conserved N-terminal part of this 
protein with its orthologs is presented in Additional 
file 3: Figure S3.

Role of OFD1 in the basal body anchoring process 
and distal part assembly
We tested the involvement of OFD1 in basal body 
anchoring by RNAi knockdown experiments using the 
feeding method [29]. To silence the unique OFD1 gene, 
we performed inactivation by bacteria producing dsRNA 
covering 56% of the gene (1055/1887 nt). The efficiency 
of the vector to inactivate its target was tested by control-
ling for the effective depletion of the GFP-tagged protein 
(see Additional file 4: Figure S4).

In interphase cells, the basal bodies are embedded in 
cortical units which contain either one or two basal bod-
ies, the distribution of these units being specific of the 
cell areas. During cell division, neoformed basal bodies 
are inserted in these units anterior to their parental basal 
bodies. Depending on the cell territories, several rounds 
of duplication can occur, generating several new basal 
bodies from a preexisting one. This is associated with the 
formation of the new cortical units in the daughter cells 
[37]. An additional wave of duplication occurs in a subset 
of cortical units to generate units with basal body pairs. 
After division, parental and newly assembled basal bod-
ies alternate within the rows and the daughter cells dis-
play a global pattern of cortical units identical to that of 
their mother [11].
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OFD1 knockdown induced a cellular growth defect 
and cell size reduction after 1 division and cellular death 
after 4/5 divisions in all the analyzed clones (n > 24) (see 
“Methods”). To analyze the effects of the depletion on 
the basal bodies, inactivated cells were labeled by the 
1D5 antibody which decorates the basal bodies and an 
anti-epiplasm antibody specific of the subcortical units. 
Figure  1 shows the defects induced by OFD1 depletion 
after one division upon silencing. Many basal bodies are 
detected in the cytoplasm of OFD1 depleted cells (Fig. 1a 
right panel). Whereas in the control cells, the basal bod-
ies are located in the middle of the cortical units, in OFD1 
depleted cells, basal bodies located between the units or 
lying under the cell surface are observed (Fig. 1b, c). At 
the ultrastructural level, whether undocked or partially 
docked at the membrane, basal bodies (n  =  23) show 
defective distal structures (Fig.  2b, c). The three plates 
of the transition zone are often absent (65%; n = 15) or 
partially assembled (35%; n =  8). Rare intracytoplasmic 
undocked basal bodies prolongated by microtubules are 
also detected which could result from a premature exten-
sion of the basal bodies (Fig. 2d). 

OFD1 is recruited early during basal body duplication 
and localizes at the transition zone proximal part 
after anchoring
To ascertain the localization of OFD1, we expressed a 
GFP-tagged protein either under the control of its own 
regulators or under the control of the constitutive calmo-
dulin gene-regulatory elements. After transformation, we 
observed the signal on transformants displaying a wild-
type growth rate and phenotype. Whatever the vectors 
used for driving the expression of the tagged protein, the 
fluorescence localized at the distal end of all basal bodies 
as demonstrated by labeling with 1D5 (Fig. 3a).

In Paramecium, the basal body duplication process 
starts at the equatorial zone and propagates towards the 
cell poles according to a precise spatio-temporal pattern. 
Consequently, in a dividing cell, several types of cortical 
units containing basal bodies at different stages of the 
duplication process coexist: unduplicated, duplicating 
and fully assembled. Because several rounds of duplica-
tion occur during cell division, one basal body can give 
rise to several new ones, yielding clusters of four to six 
basal bodies. Observations of dividing transformants 
(Fig. 3b) allowed us to confirm that, as already described 
for FOR20 [8], OFD1 is recruited early during basal body 
biogenesis before its anchoring at the cell surface. Indeed 
GFP fluorescent dots, not yet labeled by the anti-tubulin 
1D5, are observed close to the preexisting basal bodies, 
at the position corresponding to the assembly site of the 
new basal body (Fig. 3b red inset). In the anterior part of 
the cells, a subset of basal body doublets does not follow 

a classical duplication pattern. In this region, the anterior 
basal body of each pair disassembles, its disappearance 
being followed by the assembly of a new basal body which 
replaces the disassembled one [38]. In contrast to what is 
observed in the other parts of the cell (Fig. 3b: green inset 
vs red inset), a dual GFP labeling is detected near the 
posterior basal body of the pair when the new basal body 
assembles: one corresponding to the nascent basal body 
and the other one corresponding to the anchoring site of 
the disassembled one. This indicates that OFD1 is stably 
incorporated at the cell surface as previously shown for 
FOR20.

We ascertained the localization of OFD1 at the ultra-
structural level (Fig.  3c). No morphological basal body 
defect was observed in transformants expressing GFP-
tagged OFD1. Gold particles were detected in about 
50% (n = 24) and 30% (n = 14) of basal body longitudi-
nal sections observed after pre- and post-embedding 
processing, respectively. 87% (pre-embedding) and 95% 
(post-embedding) of the gold particles were located in 
the basal body distal part corresponding to the transition 
zone. Most of these particles localize between the axo-
neme and the membrane above the terminal plate which 
marks the limit between the basal body microtubule tri-
plets and the axonemal doublets. This localization is sim-
ilar to that observed for FOR20.

Relationships between OFD1–FOR20–Centrin 2
We then investigated the relationships between OFD1 
and both FOR20 and Centrin 2 which are also required 
for assembly of the basal body distal part. We followed 
the fate of the fluorescence in GFP-OFD1 transformants 
after knockdown of FOR20 and Centrin 2 and carried 
reciprocal experiments in which OFD1 was silenced in 
transformants expressing GFP-FOR20 or GFP-Centrin 2 
(Additional file 5: Figure S5). After two or three divisions 
under RNAi conditions, all basal bodies retained fluo-
rescence in the GFP-OFD1 transformants silenced for 
Centrin 2 as well as in GFP-Centrin 2 transformants inac-
tivated for OFD1. This indicates that there is no relation-
ship between OFD1 and Centrin 2 for their recruitment 
at the basal bodies. In contrast, the GFP signal decreases 
in transformants expressing GFP-OFD1 silenced for 
FOR20 and in GFP-FOR20 transformants depleted of 
OFD1. This reveals an interdependence between OFD1 
and FOR20 for their localization/stability at the basal 
bodies.

The VFL3‑A gene family is involved in basal body anchoring
To ascertain the function of the VFL3-A and VFL3-B 
genes, two different RNAi vectors targeting specifically 
and simultaneously both genes of each family were used. 
As observed for OFD1, the knockdown of the VFL3-A 
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genes induces a growth defect and size reduction after 
1 division and cellular death after 4/5 divisions on all 
the analyzed clones (n > 30) see “Methods”. In contrast, 
inactivation of the VFL3-B genes does not produce any 
detectable phenotype. The efficiency and specificity of 

each vector to silence its targets was confirmed by con-
trolling the effective messenger depletion of the four 
VFL3 genes in response to the inactivation (see Addi-
tional file 6: Figure S6). A very weak signal was detected 
with the probe corresponding to the VFL3-4 gene 

Fig. 1 OFD1 depletion alters basal body positioning. a Projections of optical sections through the dorsal surface (cortex) and the cytoplasm of cells 
labeled with 1D5 (green), a marker of basal bodies and the anti‑epiplasm antibody, a marker of the cortical units (red). OFD1 cell observed after one 
division upon OFD1 depletion. The depleted cell is smaller than the control. Numerous internal basal bodies are observed (empty arrowheads). b 
Magnification of a. The basal bodies (green) appear in the center of the units (red) in the wild‑type cell. Basal bodies lying between units (arrows) 
and units devoid of basal bodies (filled arrowheads) are observed in the OFD1 depleted cell. c Optical transverse sections (top outside, bottom inside 
the cell) performed across the cell surface. In the control cell, the basal bodies are located at the center of the epiplasmic units (red). In the OFD1 
depleted cell, basal bodies lying under the cell surface are observed (white arrows). Small epiplasmic units and epiplasmic units devoid of basal bod‑
ies are also observed (filled arrowhead)
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(VFL3-B family) in the control as well as in the silenced 
cells, indicating that the gene is probably expressed 
at a very low level. The lack of complementation of the 

VFL3-A genes by the expression of the VFL3-3 isoform 
(VFL3-B family) indicates that the two VFL3-A and 
VFL3-B gene subfamilies have different functions. The 

Fig. 2 Anomalies of basal body ultrastructure induced by OFD1 depletion. Longitudinal sections of non‑ciliated and ciliated basal bodies in WT cell 
(a) and OFD1 depleted cell (b–d). The three plates present in the pro‑transition zone and the transition zone (a) are indicated by arrows. Red arrows 
terminal plate, blue arrows intermediate plate, black arrows axosomal plate. Undocked (b) or partially docked (c) basal bodies in OFD1 depleted 
showing defective distal structures. d An internal basal body prolongated by an abnormal transition zone and microtubules (black arrow)

Fig. 3 Localization of GFP‑OFD1. a, b Immunofluorescence. Projection of confocal section through the dorsal (a) or the ventral (b) surface of trans‑
formants expressing GFP‑OFD1 stained by 1D5. a An interphase cell. Right insets the GFP‑OFD1 signal (green) overlaps the 1D5 labeling (red) on all 
basal bodies. Bottom inset an optical transverse section (top outside, bottom inside the cell) performed across the cell surface shows the GFP signal 
at the distal part of all basal bodies. b A dividing cell. Red inset an optical section through the cell surface at the level of duplicating basal bodies. In 
addition to the distal GFP labeling (green) at the distal part of the parental basal bodies (red), the GFP signals, not labeled by 1D5, localize at the site 
where new basal bodies are expected to assemble. Green inset an optical section at the level of the “invariant field.” A dual GFP labeling is detected 
near the posterior basal body of the doublet when the new basal body assembles: one corresponding to the nascent basal body and the other 
one corresponding to the anchoring site of the disassembled one. c Immunoelectron microscopy. Localization of the GFP tag after pre‑embedding 
(upper panel) and post‑embedding (lower panel) immunolabeling. On longitudinal sections, the labeling is located just above the terminal plate near 
the intermediate plate (arrows). The gold particles are always localized to the outer side of the axoneme at the level of the microtubular doublets
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63% reduction of the expression of the VFL3-3 gene does 
not seem sufficient to induce a cellular phenotype.

The effect of VFL3-A depletion on the basal bodies was 
tested by immunostaining with the 1D5 antibody and the 
anti-epiplasm antibody. Contrary to what was observed 
in OFD1 depleted cells, in very rare cases basal bod-
ies were present in the cytoplasm after the first division 
upon inactivation (Fig.  4a). However, basal bodies mis-
positioned on the cortex or lying beneath the cell surface 
(Fig.  4b, c) were observed. An excess of cortical units 
containing basal body pairs [32 ± 6% in inactivated cells 
(n = 11) vs 6 ± 1% in control cells (n = 7)] as well as clus-
ters of three basal bodies within one cortical unit, never 
observed in wild-type interphase cells, were also associ-
ated with VFL3-A depletion. This excess can arise either 
from over-duplication during the assembly of the basal 
body pairs, or from a defect in the segregation of the new 
versus old basal bodies after their assembly. Examination 
of the so-called invariant field, a region where basal bod-
ies are associated in pairs in all units, allowed us to elimi-
nate the first hypothesis (Fig.  5). In this region, cortical 
units containing a single basal body were observed, indi-
cating that the depletion of VFL3-A could affect in some 
way new basal body assembly.

VFL3‑A controls the correct assembly of the basal body 
proximal appendages
In Paramecium, three appendages associated with the 
proximal part of the basal body organize the movements 
and separation of the basal bodies during the duplication 
process [39]: one striated rootlet and two microtubu-
lar ribbons. We thus analyzed the organization of these 
appendages in VFL3-A depleted cells. Double staining by 
KD2 (a marker of the striated rootlets) and 1D5 (a marker 
of basal bodies) or TEU318 (a marker of the microtubu-
lar ribbons) reveals abnormalities in the organization of 
these structures. The striated rootlets are disoriented 
relative to the cellular antero-posterior axis and pointed 
in all directions (Fig.  6a). More surprising is the pres-
ence of basal bodies devoid of striated rootlet (11.5 ± 2%) 
which generally also lack their microtubular append-
ages (Fig.  6b). In addition, we also observed basal bod-
ies carrying more than one striated rootlet (3 ± 1.5%), a 
phenotype never observed in the wild-type strain. These 
alterations affect only the basal bodies assembled dur-
ing the VFL3 depletion which represent approximatively 
50% of the basal bodies present in the daughter cells 
after the inactivation. Thus, we can estimate that the 
number of basal bodies which form abnormal append-
ages during the VFL3-A depletion represents about 30% 
[(11.5% + 3%) × 2)] of the newly assembled basal bodies.

The ultrastructural analysis confirmed the basal 
body misorientation in VFL3-A inactivated cells and 

the defect in assembly of their striated rootlets. In the 
wild-type strain, a unique striated rootlet is associated 
with all basal bodies, all of them pointing to the same 
direction (Fig.  7A1). In addition to the defect in the 
orientation of these fibers (Fig.  7A2), more than one 
striated rootlet was found associated with some basal 
bodies in VFL3-A depleted cells (Fig.  7A3, A4). In 
most of the VFL3-A depleted cells observed after one 
division upon inactivation, the non-anchored basal 
bodies appeared fully assembled and harbored distal 
structures equivalent to the pro-transition zone pre-
sent in the wild-type cells (Fig. 7B2). Observations on 
proliferating basal body units in cells undergoing their 
first division under VFL3-A depletion (Fig.  7C2, C4) 
revealed the presence of daughter basal bodies devel-
oping at inaccurate sites, with a mature length, but 
with abnormal orientation and unable to tilt up. Defect 
of spacing between old and new basal bodies as well as 
attachment of newly formed basal bodies to their par-
ent by an abnormal filament were also observed as if 
the severing step was impaired.

VFL3 localization
One gene of each VFL3 family (VFL3-1 and VFL3-3) was 
tagged by the GFP or Myc epitope. After transformation, 
we observed the signal on transformants which displayed 
a wild-type growth rate and phenotype. A very weak flu-
orescence associated with the basal bodies was observed 
at all stages of the cell cycle in transformants expressing 
GFP or Myc-tagged VFL3-3 (Additional file 7: Figure S7). 
In contrast, the Myc-tagged VFL3-1 isoform is recruited 
to the cortex only during the division. No labeling is 
observed during the interphase (Fig. 8a), whereas double 
staining with the anti-Myc and 1D5 antibodies reveals a 
signal during the basal body duplication process (Fig. 8b). 
This anti-Myc staining was observed regardless of the 
regulatory sequences used for driving the expression of 
the fusion protein. Figure 8b illustrates the localization of 
Myc-VFL3-1 in a dividing cell at the onset of division. In 
the part of the cell where basal body duplication is in pro-
gress (below the dashed line), as judged by a weaker 1D5 
labeling of the developing anterior basal body, the Myc 
labeling is observed. Once the basal bodies are duplicated 
(above the dashed line), the Myc labeling is no longer 
detected, indicating that VFL3-1 is present only during 
an early step of the new basal body assembly.

The localization of VFL3-1 with respect to the basal 
bodies was analyzed by stimulated emission depletion 
super-resolution microscopy (STED). The triple labeling 
by 1D5 (basal bodies), KD2 (striated rootlet) and anti-
Myc antibodies indicates that VFL3-1 localizes between 
the proximal part of the striated rootlets and the micro-
tubule wall of the basal body (Fig. 9).
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Relationship between VFL3‑A and Centrin 3
Depletion of VFL3-A and Centrin 3, both localized out-
side the basal bodies, yielded similar defects in the basal 
body anchoring [14]. To explore the relationships between 
VFL3-A and Centrin 3 which is required for the basal 

body movement toward the cell surface, we followed the 
fate of the fluorescence in GFP-Centrin 3 transformants 
after knockdown of VFL3-A. After two or three divi-
sions, the GFP signal decreases in indicating that VFL3-
A is required for the recruitment of Centrin 3 (Additional 

Fig. 4 VFL3‑A depletion alters basal body positioning. a Projections of confocal sections through the dorsal surface (cortex) and the cytoplasm of 
cells labeled with 1D5 (green), a marker of basal bodies and the anti‑epiplasm antibody (red). VFL3‑A cell observed after one division upon VFL3‑A 
depletion. The depleted cell is smaller than the control. b Magnification of a. Singlets and some doublets appear in the center of the units in the 
wild‑type cells. Numerous basal bodies doublets and some triplets (empty arrowheads) are observed in VFL3‑A depleted cells. Some basal bodies are 
mispositioned (filled arrowhead). c Optical transverse sections (top outside, bottom inside the cell) performed across the cell surface. In the VFL3‑A 
depleted cell, basal bodies lying under the cell surface are observed (arrow)
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file 8: Figure S8). This could indicate that the assembly of 
the transient ALF structure which requires Centrin 3 for 
assembly could also be impaired by the VFL3 depletion.

Discussion
One homolog of OFD1 is encoded in the P. tetraurelia 
genome, whereas four isoforms clustered into two fami-
lies (VFL3-A and VFL3-B) encode proteins related to 
VFL3. The VFL3-A subfamily is more closely related to 
the Chlamydomonas protein. We show that OFD1 local-
izes at the proximal part of the transition zone and is 
required for the assembly of the basal body tip and for 
correct basal body anchoring at the cell surface. While 
the recruitments of OFD1 and Centrin 2 proceed inde-
pendently, the localization/stability of OFD1 and FOR20 
at the basal body are interdependent. The knock down of 
the VFL3-B family which encodes proteins permanently 
associated with the basal bodies, did not induce any phe-
notype. In contrast, the VFL3-A proteins are shown to 
be required for both the correct positioning of the basal 
body at the cell surface and the regular organization of its 
appendages which mark its rotational asymmetry. Con-
trary to the effect of OFD1 depletion, the non-anchored 
basal bodies display a fully organized distal part. The 
VFL3-1 protein localizes transiently, at an early stage 
of the basal body duplication process, to the proximal 
region of the parental basal body, between the striated 
rootlet and the microtubules to which it is associated. 
These results suggest a role of VFL3-A as an extrinsic 
factor controlling the basal body rotational polarity. The 
anchoring defect could be due to the loss of this polar-
ity, which specifies the sites of assembly of the different 

structures which guide the movement of the basal body 
toward the cell surface.

A role of OFD1 in motile cilia anchoring process
We have shown that OFD1, which localizes at the dis-
tal part of the ciliated and unciliated basal bodies, is 
recruited early during the formation of the basal body. 
Its loss leads to a defective transition zone and prevents 
basal body anchoring at the cell surface. This is in agree-
ment with the known function of OFD1 in the assembly 
of the primary cilium in mammalian cells. Associated 
to the distal ends of both procentrioles and centrioles, 
it acts to build the distal appendages [16] that help to 
anchor the mother centriole to the ciliary vesicle during 
the intracytoplasmic ciliogenesis process. Our results do 
not fit observations in zebrafish which showed that OFD1 
invalidation does not completely prevent axoneme exten-
sion of the Kupffer’s vesicle cilia. In this case however, 
it was considered that only a fraction of OFD1 protein 
was depleted [40]. No clear defect of basal body docking 
was either observed in brain cells of mutant mice carry-
ing a deletion of exons 4 and 5 of OFD1 [41]. However 
a cDNA generated by the deletion [42] encoded a 106 
amino acids long protein which retained the TOF/LisH/
conserved domain required for centrosomal targeting 
[18]. The expression of such a protein could thus partially 
complement the entire OFD1 loss. We cannot exclude 
the hypothesis that the anchoring process differs from 
one cellular type to another. Nevertheless, our results are 
consistent with the docking impairment observed in air-
ways multiciliated cells of patients with OFD1 mutations 
(Thauvin-Robinet et  al. 2013). They also indicate that 

Fig. 5 Basal body duplication is impaired upon VFL3‑A depletion. a Projection of confocal section performed on a wild‑type (WT) and b VFL3‑A 
depleted cells labeled by the 1D5 antibody (green). The insets correspond to the “invariant fields,” a part of the cortex displaying only basal body dou‑
blets in wild‑type cells a. Presence of singlets (arrows) in VFL3‑A depleted cells b reveals anomalies in basal body duplication
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OFD1 is required in the basal body anchoring process 
which involves a direct docking at the cell surface.

We localized OFD1 at the proximal part of the transi-
tion zone, between the ciliary membrane and the micro-
tubule doublets. This result confirms the observations 
obtained through super-resolution analysis on primary 
and motile cilia [43]. After labeling by an anti-OFD1 anti-
body, a ring of ninefold symmetry was observed at the 
interface between basal body and the cilium, suggest-
ing that OFD1 could be associated with the microtubule 
doublets at this interface. Upon OFD1 depletion, we also 
observed rare intracytoplasmic basal bodies containing 
microtubules extension beyond the abnormal transition 
zone. This observation provides further support to the 
hypothesis that OFD1 could control the elongation of the 
microtubules doublets [16].

The interdependence of OFD1 and FOR20 for their 
recruitment/stability at the basal bodies suggests that 
they could form a complex within the basal bodies. This 
is supported by our previous work [8] which showed that 
like OFD1, FOR20 is recruited early in the assembly of 
basal bodies, is localized between the axoneme and the 
ciliary membrane of the transition zone and remains sta-
bly associated to the cortex when the basal body disas-
sembles. There is evidence that such a complex could be 
formed in association with OFIP at the centrosome and 
pericentriolar satellite in mammalian cells [19]. It is thus 
possible that this complex could also be formed during 
the basal body assembly, since OFIP is conserved in Par-
amecium. Surprisingly, whereas we previously showed 
that Centrin 2 is required for FOR20 recruitment, we 
observed that its loss does not prevent the localization of 

Fig. 6 The assembly of basal body appendages is impaired in VFL3‑A depleted cells. Projection of confocal sections performed on a wild‑type (WT) 
and VFL3‑A depleted cells double labeled with KD2 (red), a marker of the striated rootlets and 1D5, a marker of basal bodies (green). WT a unique 
striated rootlet marks the basal bodies. All striated rootlets point to the anterior part of the cell (Ant). VFL3‑A the basal body mispositioning is associ‑
ated with the misalignment of the striated rootlets. Some basal bodies are completely devoid of striated rootlet (arrows) and other assemble several 
striated rootlets (arrowheads). b Double staining of WT and VFL3‑A depleted cells by KD2 (red) and TEU318, a marker of basal bodies and microtu‑
bular rootlets. WT in addition to the striated rootlet, two microtubular rootlets mark the basal bodies (green). VFL3‑A basal bodies devoid of striated 
rootlet are generally not associated with microtubular rootlets (arrows). Some basal bodies are associated with a single microtubular rootlet (white 
arrowhead). Pt posterior part of the cell
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OFD1 at the basal body. One explanation for this discrep-
ancy could be that, in the absence of Centrin 2, as pre-
viously shown for OFIP [19], FOR20 and OFD1 do not 
form a complex. In this case, the lack of both Centrin 2 
and FOR20 would not influence the stability/recruitment 
of OFD1.

VFL3‑A: a conserved role in the development of basal body 
appendages and basal body positioning
We show here that the expression of the VFL3-B genes 
does not complement the inactivation of VFL3-A, indi-
cating that the genes have different functions. A single 
gene of each family, VFL3-A and VFL3-B, is encoded in 

Fig. 7 Ultrastructural anomalies of basal bodies induced by VFL3‑A depletion. a Cross section of wild‑type cell (A1): one striated rootlet (SR) is 
associated with basal body, all pointing in the same direction (black arrows). VFL3‑A the striated rootlets are disoriented (A2) and two or three 
rootlets can develop from a basal body (A3, A4). b Longitudinal sections of basal bodies in wild‑type cell (B1) and VFL3 depleted cells observed 
after one division upon inactivation (B2, B3, B4). B1 Ultrastructure of non‑ciliated and ciliated basal bodies in wild‑type cell. B2 80% of the observed 
undocked basal bodies (n = 50) assemble normal pro‑transition zone. B3, B4 These sections reveal fully mature new basal bodies that did not tilt up 
to a position parallel to their mother. c Transversal and longitudinal sections of basal bodies during the duplication process in wild‑type cell (C1, C3) 
and VFL3‑A depleted cells (C2, C4). Cells were observed during the first division upon inactivation. In the wild‑type cell, duplicating basal body are 
aligned (C1, C3). In VFL3 depleted cell, the new basal bodies are not separated from the parental one. The most anterior one do not tilt up to a posi‑
tion parallel to the old one. An abnormal filamentous structure links new and ancient basal body (C2). The longitudinal section reveals a new basal 
body that have developed in abnormal orientation (C4). Ant anterior part, post‑posterior part
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the genome of P. caudatum, a Paramecium species which 
did not undergo the last two whole-genome duplications 
observed in P. tetraurelia [36]. Two genes were also iden-
tified in the genome of Tetrahymena thermophila indi-
cating that the VFL3 gene duplication is at least as old 
as the origin of the Ciliates. One can thus suppose that 
after duplication, one copy of VFL3 developed a func-
tion completely distinct of the ancestral gene in Ciliates. 
Another possibility is that several functions were origi-
nally performed by the ancestral gene and then have been 
independently retained in each isoform after sub-func-
tionalization. In Paramecium, the inability of the basal 

bodies in the VFL3-A depleted cells to segregate, to dock 
at the cell surface as well as to assemble their appendages 
at the right position, is quite similar to the phenotypical 
defects observed in the VFL3 mutant of Chlamydomonas 
[20]. The genes of the Paramecium VFL3-A family have 
thus conserved at least one common ancestral function 
with the VFL3 gene of Chlamydomonas. Further analyses 
will be required to understand the function of the VFL3-B 
family.

While OFD1 depletion leads to defects in basal body tip 
assembly, VFL3-A depleted cells display abnormalities in the 
organization of their associated rootlets, i.e., striated rootlets 

Fig. 8 Myc‑VFL3‑1 is expressed during basal body duplication. Projections of confocal sections performed on transformant expressing the Myc‑
VFL3‑1 protein stained by 1D5 (red) and anti‑Myc antibody (green). a Interphase cell, b cell at an early stage of the division process. Insets show 
higher magnifications of the white squares on the corresponding cells. a In the interphase cell, only singlets and some doublets coexist in the 
surface (right inset). No Myc labeling is observed. b Right inset, bottom of the dashed line the basal bodies duplication is in progress as judged by the 
appearance of a 1D5 weak signal (arrowhead) anterior to the mother basal bodies. Myc labeling is observed. Top of the dashed line basal bodies are 
fully duplicated as judged by the presence of doublets and some triplets (arrows). No Myc labeling is observed

Fig. 9 Localization of Myc‑VFL3‑1. Projections of confocal and corresponding STED sections performed on Myc‑VFL3‑1 expressing transformants 
stained by 1D5 (basal body) in red, anti‑Myc (VFL3‑1) in green and KD2 (striated rootlets) in white. The irregular KD labeling observed in confocal 
images appear as dots in STED imaging. The basal body microtubules visualized as single dots in confocal imaging appear as several puncta signals 
in STED imaging. VFL3‑1 labeling localizes between the striated rootlet and the basal body microtubules to which they are attached. Right panel, 
scheme of the MYC‑VFL3‑1 localization at the basal body proximal region
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and microtubular ribbons. In addition, VFL3 is also required 
for the recruitment of Centrin 3 and thus, although not dem-
onstrated here, its depletion would most probably affect the 
assembly of the ALF, a transient Centrin 3 dependent struc-
ture [13]. All these appendages have been demonstrated 
to play a crucial role in basal body positioning, i.e., basal 
body segregation and tilting [39] and required for the basal 
anchoring at the cell surface These data strongly suggest that 
abnormalities of the system of rootlets result in basal body 
segregation and anchoring defects observed during the VFL3 
depletion. This is in agreement with the conclusion of Wright 
et al. [20] concerning the effect of the VFL3 mutation in Chla-
mydomonas and with studies in Tetrahymena which indicate 
that the DisAp mutation which affect the length of the stri-
ated fibers cause defect in basal body orientation [44, 45].

VFL3‑A an actor in the establishment of the basal body 
rotational asymmetry
Among the different phenotypical abnormalities which 
accompany the anchoring defect in VFL3-depleted cells, 
the ability of basal bodies to assemble several striated 
rootlets is the most surprising. The association of single 
striated rootlet per basal body is one character shared by 
all Ciliates. In all species, this rootlet has the same orien-
tation with respect to the cell polarity and the direction 
of the ciliary beating [46, 47], and the same function of 
anchoring the basal bodies to the cell surface [37, 48, 49]. 
Together with two other rootlets, the postciliary and trans-
verse microtubules ribbons, the striated rootlet marks the 
basal body rotational asymmetry revealing the specificity 
of each of the nine microtubule triplets [50]. In wild-type 
cells, the asymmetry of the basal body and associated root-
lets is strictly transmitted from one generation to the next 
during basal body duplication [51]. The fact that several 
striated rootlets may be associated with basal bodies after 
VFL3-A depletion strongly suggests that this protein could 
be required for the acquisition of triplet specification 
allowing the establishment of rotational asymmetry.

The mechanisms of establishment of the rotational 
asymmetry are still unknown and remain an open debate: 
does this asymmetry result from an intrinsic property 
of the basal body/centriolar structure or is it externally 
imposed by the environment? One of these factors could 
be the mispositioning of the nascent basal body observed 
during VFL3-A depletion. The fact that such abnormali-
ties are not observed after Centrin 3 depletion, which also 
generates mispositioned fully assembled basal bodies [13], 
suggests that the mispositioning per se does not induce a 
loss of polarity.

Two markers which localize asymmetrically within the 
basal body lumen in Chlamydomonas reveal an intrin-
sic asymmetry of the basal bodies: the acorn, a complex 
structure which attaches to specific triplets [52] and VFL1, 

a molecule which localizes near a subset of the microtu-
bules triplets that faces one of its associated fibers [53]. 
We show here for the first time that a protein required 
for the expression of this asymmetry, VFL3, localized 
transiently outside the basal body during assembly of the 
neoformed one. This result indicates that the asymmetry 
is at least partially imposed by an external factor. VFL3-
A could be a crucial actor in the asymmetry by allowing 
the recruitment of external or internal proteins, such as 
VFL1, which induce a specification of the microtubular 
triplets of the basal body in Chlamydomonas [53]. Further 
experiments on the respective roles of VFL3 and VFL1 in 
the establishment of the circumferential asymmetry of the 
basal bodies are needed to analyze these mechanisms.

Concluding remarks
The present study extends our knowledge on the molecu-
lar mechanisms involved in the basal body anchoring/
positioning process in the multiciliated cell P. tetraurelia. 
We show that this process depends on the function of the 
OFD1 and VFL3-A protein families. Their loss prevents 
insertion and orientation of the basal bodies along the cel-
lular antero-posterior axis and induces an accumulation 
of subcortical basal bodies. Although the phenotypical 
defects are quite similar, the underlying mechanisms are 
different and highlight the importance of the assembly of 
both distal and proximal structures of the basal body in 
the orientation and the docking process at the cell surface. 
In addition, our results suggest that the mispositioning of 
the basal bodies at the cell surface might result of the loss 
of the rotational asymmetry of their microtubular triplets.

Additional files

Additional file 1: Figure S1. Nucleotidic sequences of VFL3 genes. The 
entire nucleotidic sequence of each VFL3 gene is indicated. In red are the 
sequences cloned in the L4440 vector for the silencing experiments. In 
blue are the sequences used as probes for Northern analyses.

Additional file 2: Figure S2. A phylogenetic analysis of VFL3. Cladogram 
showing the relationships between the four Paramecium tetraurelia 
VFL3 isoforms (VFL3‑1, VFL3‑2, VFL3‑3 and VFL3‑4) and their homologs 
in others species. The evolutionary history, based on the alignment of 
the conserved N‑terminal parts of the proteins was inferred by using 
the one click mode at Phylogeny.fr [54]; Boostrap value are displayed 
as probability. The scale is in the units of the number of amino acid 
substitutions per site. H.sapiens: ENSP00000263284; T.thermophila‑1: 
XP_001015880; T.thermophila‑2: XP_001012873; X. laevis: NP_001089598; 
D.rerio: XP_005161271; C.reinhardtii: XP_001695308; S.mediterranea: 
SMU15034611; P.caudatum‑1: PCAUDP15713; P.caudatum‑2: 
PCAUDP02708; P.tetraurelia: VFL3‑1: GSPATP00031209001; VFL3‑2: 
GSPATP00018236001; VFL3‑3: VFL3‑3 GSPATP00013051001; VFL3‑4: 
GSPATP00008368001.

Additional file 3: Figure S3. OFD1 are evolutionary conserved proteins. 
Alignment of the N‑terminal part of the Paramecium tetraurelia OFD1 
protein with OFD1 proteins of other species. H.sapiens: NP_003602; 
T.thermophila: XP_001007171; P.tetraurelia: GSPATP00001073001; X.laevis: 
XP_018102518; D.rerio: XP_009303289.
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